
Solutions to End the Shadow Government
v Government  Bureaucracy – Regain control
v Politicians – Legislative Remedies
v Political Parties – Return leverage to the people
v Media – Punishments – License Revocation



Governor & Legislators’ Responsibilities
v State Investigators work with Sheriffs
v Invoke Emergency powers to ensure clean election
v Mandate affidavits for gov’t agencies & contractors
v Make arrests for falsification of addresses
v Force Atty General to Investigate or be investigated.
v Mandate video surveillance throughout election
v Create a public corruption task force (F, S, L)



NIA AFFIDAVIT COMPONENTS
ü Felony, pension revoked, job termination and 

immediate arrest if falsify affidavit
ü I wish to be a whistleblower on govt corruption
ü I did witness and will provide information immediately 

to Law Enforcement.
ü I did not witness any illegal or questionable actions 

while working the election.



OBAMA INVESTIGATION DEMANDS
1. Enact Affidavit program with felony, imprisonment, pension, lose job
2. US State Dept provide full disclosure on event at Dubai Consulate
3. Federal Reserve and Merrill Lynch provide banking transactions and if 

red flags occurred and investigations into the large amounts deposited
4. Investigate ALL US citizens involved in the transactions for the event.
5. FBI to brief America continually and transparently on investigation



INVESTIGATION DEMANDS

5. Suspend funding the CIA until full transparency to Congress
6. Investigate California Bank with $8m Euros for former Italy PM Conté
7. Congress & FBI Investigate Obama Foundation
8. Full investigation into the shadow govt members, weaponized 
bureaucracy and reckless/excessive spending (cut %50 yr 1)
9. Investigate all Congressional members and law enforcement who fail to 
aggressively pursue and restore public trust. 
10.Parties to block ballot access for corrupt politicians.
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